
activity summary:
This activity takes place during the spring term and develops the big biology idea of seasonal 
change. Children will look closely at the colour and shape of the blossom and notice how the tree 
changes during spring. This activity is linked to Activity plan 19 ‘What is happening to the trees? 
(Autumn)’ and Activity plan 21 ‘What is happening to the trees? (Summer)’.

Use the same deciduous tree selected for Activity plan 19. Children should visit it formally 4–6 
times over the course of spring but more frequently in less structured sessions to enable more 
familiarity with the tree and its changing form. 

learning intention: 
Children can describe the physical changes they notice on and around a tree during the season of 
spring. 

eyfs cross curricular links:
Expressive arts and design / Physical development: Moving and handling – Can you move to the 
music? How does the music make you feel? Listen to ‘Spring’ from Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons. 
How is the music different from Vivaldi’s ‘Autumn’?

Understanding the world: The world – Use the outdoor learning area to search for signs of spring 
(blossom on trees, bulbs growing, etc.). Record these pictorially or use a camera.

Understanding the world: The world – How do seeds and bulbs change as they grow? Plant seeds 
in the outdoor area or in trays in the classroom and observe their growth over time.

Understanding the world: The world – What can you fi nd in spring? Use the outdoor learning area 
and go on a nature walk to collect a variety of things associated with spring and place them on a 
‘nature table’ with books about the seasons, magnifying glasses, clipboards and paper.

resources (for focus activity):
• Tree – native, deciduous, local and observable

• Digital camera or tablet

• Scrapbook or wall frieze – continued from autumn (Activity plan 19)

• Drawing materials and paper

resources (for independent activities):
• Science Photos

• Resource sheet (Tree template)

• Blossom collected from local walks

• Craft materials for blossom trees

• Magnifying glasses

eXplore:
Display the Story slideshow and play the story to the children. Ask them to talk to a friend about what 
Rubina has noticed.  

Ask:  What type of tree do you think Rubina can see? What clues are there? Have we seen an 
apple tree before? 

Ask: What is Rubina wearing? What is the weather like? How do you know this?

Remind children of the Story slideshow in Activity plan 19 where Billy was looking at an apple tree in 
autumn, when the leaves were falling off the trees.

Establish that this story about Rubina takes place in the middle of spring. The blossom is on the 
trees and bees are starting to collect pollen from fl owers. 

Ask:  What else happens in spring? Some examples might include: plants start to grow again, 
warmer weather, lots of animals have babies at this time of year, such as lambs.

Ask:  What do you think will happen to the apple tree by the end of spring?

What is happening to the trees? (spring)

activity plan 20

Key information:
Bees are important 
to the pollination 
process and help trees 
to produce fruit. It is 
suffi cient at this stage 
simply to observe that 
bees are near and on 
fl owers in late spring 
and summer and to 
know that bees are 
needed to help the fruit 
grow later in the year.

Health and safety:
Be Safe!, page 13 (study 
out of the classroom).

Key words:
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Key information:
For the purpose of 
this activity, spring is 
considered to take place 
in March, April and May.
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What is happening to the trees? (spring)

enquire (for focus activity): 
Tell the children that they will be visiting the same tree they looked at in autumn. Using the 
analogy of sleeping to imply dormant, explain that they will be looking for signs that the tree is 
waking up from the winter and getting ready to produce more fruit. 

Look back at photos, your scrapbook or wall frieze from Activity plan 19 to remind children what 
the tree looked like in autumn and winter.

Ask:  What do you think you will see when you look at it now that it is spring?

Visit your chosen tree at least every two weeks during spring. Ask the children to talk to a friend 
about what they see.

Ask:  Can you see any buds or leaves? What colour are they? How big are they? Where are they growing?

Prompt the children with questions during subsequent visits. 

Ask:  Is there any blossom? Have the leaves changed shape, size or colour? Are there any signs of 
animals living in the tree?

Take photos and ask the children to draw the tree during each visit. 

Back in the classroom, continue to add to your class book or timeline wall frieze that you started in 
autumn (photos of the children each time you visit, a list of what they were wearing, photos and 
drawings of the tree, and anything else the children think is relevant). Add to this display each time 
you visit the tree. 

In May, after having visited the tree at least four times, ask the children to look at the evidence 
they have collected. 

Ask:  What do you notice? What has changed? What has stayed the same? What has happened 
to the tree? What has changed since your last autumn visit to the tree? What do you think 
might happen to the tree during the summer months?

enquire (for independent activities): 
Art table: Can you create a spring tree? Provide copies of the Resource sheet and ask the children 
to collect or suggest materials that they could use to make the tree look spring like.

Art table: Can you paint / draw a spring scene? Provide Science Photos 1–11 of spring images as 
a stimulus.

Observation station: What can you see? Provide magnifying glasses and a range of parts of spring 
trees, including small branches with buds or small leaves and blossom, to observe at first hand carefully.

reflect and revieW: 
As a prompt, show the children two photos of their tree, one from early spring and one from later 
in the season. Ask the children to describe the changes they have noticed in spring. 

evidence of learning: 
Listen carefully to children’s descriptions. Can they describe the changes to the tree that they have 
seen? Do they mention the buds or small leaves that are visible, the leaves changing to green, the 
visible blossom, or the blossom falling off the trees? Do they describe the bees visiting the tree’s 
flowers, and the leaves growing bigger and greener? They may also refer to other changes that 
start to happen in spring, such as lambing, spring flowers, warmer weather and longer days.

science at home: 
Can they notice any trees in blossom on their journey to school or in their garden? Can they talk to 
an adult about what else happens in spring?

Can they record how many different signs of spring they can find in their garden or on a family 
walk in the local park or woods? Can they draw, write about or photograph what they have found 
and bring it in to share with their class. Did they find anything for the nature table?
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Can you make this look like a tree in spring? What can you use to do this?

Activity plAn 20: ResouRce sheet

WhAt is hAppening to the tRees? (spRing)
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